The purpose of this study was to document and trace how students' understanding of situations that involve finding a fractional part of a fraction developed during a course of instruction in which students explored and represented various kinds of situations using each of the five representational systems. A class of 5th grade students (n=22) participated in this study which involved 13 days of instruction spread over 4 school weeks. The results of this study suggest that understanding the process of making connections among representations is of crucial importance. Examining student solution methods in various representational systems for problems involving the multiplication of a fractional quantity by a fractional operator and attempting to tease out the connections among those representations suggests that students can develop the double partitioned model as a meaningful physical representation for the product of two fractions. (Contains 22 references, 9 figures, and 2 tables.) (ASK)
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Introduction

It is the ninth day of a thirteen day investigation of multiplication of fractions in a fifth-grade class of 22 students. The day before students had worked in groups of three to solve each of five word problems in “two different ways” (See Figure 1); today I am leading a whole class discussion of their solution methods.

After reading the first problem, “Alice is five feet tall. Find out how tall she’ll be if she eats a cake that makes her one-fourth as tall,” Carol\(^1\) said, “I did five times one-fourth\(^2\) equals five-fourths and that simplifies to one and one-fourth.” (See Figure 2a)

Explaining the diagram he made on the board, Bill said, “I made that divided into five parts, and then I did five divided by four equals one and one-fourth times one equals one and one fourth. So then I colored in one whole box and divided the second box into four pieces and colored in one of those four.” (See Figure 2b)

When I asked how the picture could help them find the answer, another student replied, “The answer is one-and one fourth so you color in one box and you divide another box into fourths.”

I persisted, “But what if you didn’t know the answer. How could you find the answer from the picture?”

Karen responded, “You could just use lines to break it up instead of using multiplication.”

When I asked her how she would break it up, she said she would break the second block up into fourths “Because if you have one and one-fourth, you can’t just color the whole box.”

I had noticed while circulating among the groups the day before that all students had written “5 \(\times\) 1/4 = 5/4 = 1 1/4,” or “5 \(\div\) 4 = 1 1/4,” or both on their papers. Those who had

\(^1\)All student names are pseudonyms

\(^2\)Throughout the paper I indicate spoken fractions by spelling out the word, “one-fourth”. Written fractions are represented numerically, “1/4.” Even though I am utilizing slashes to represent the fraction bars in this paper, I utilized the horizontal fraction bar for all numerical representations of fractions during instruction, interviews, and in written problems.
partitioned the original representation of 5 feet had made an illustration of the answer 1 1/4 either by estimating the location of 1 1/4 in the second foot or by partitioning the second foot into four parts and shading one of them as described by Bill and Karen. One of my goals for the discussion of students' solutions was to press them to make connections between the numerical expressions they had written and partitioning the diagrams of starting quantities to show the results of the operations on those quantities.

I asked, "But what if you didn’t already know you have one and one-fourth?" Lisa raised her hand.

"You could divide the whole thing into fourths." She then explained that three vertical lines could be drawn through the entire rectangle. When I asked her how much of the repartitioned rectangle would represent Alice’s new height, she said, "One of those columns... It is one and one-fourth." When I asked her to explain how the picture showed 1 1/4 as the answer, she said, "Because a whole foot is four of those little columns. You put five x’s. Four of those five are a whole; each represents 1/4... five-fourths equals 1 and one-fourth." (See Figure 2c.)

When I asked for additional comments, Karen said, "You could also have done five divided by four is one remainder one and the one would be the one-fourth."

For problem two, Rebecca stated, "I drew two-eighths." (See Figure 3a.) I asked Rebecca to read the story "Alice is five-eighths of an inch tall. She nibbles some of the mushroom but it makes her shrink to two-fifths as tall. How tall is she now?" and then to explain why she colored in two-eighths.

When Rebecca stated that she couldn’t remember, Hillary volunteered, "Because five-eighths times two fifths is--" I stopped her. "That’s the part that Mark is going to talk about. We don’t know that yet. What we’re trying to do is understand how this picture works. Why would we color in two-eighths?"

Bill raised his hand, "You could do what Lisa did for number one and divide that into five parts." Under Bill’s direction I drew four vertical lines through the representation; then Angela directed me to put x’s in the five shaded boxes in two of the new columns. (See Figure 3b). When I asked for how much we had marked, Tyler said, "Ten-eighths?"
I asked, "Are these little pieces eighths?" Tyler responded, "Ten-sixteenths?" I suggested we count what we have, and called on TJ to help us count. Instead TJ announced, "Ten-fortieths... because there are forty boxes." As a class we counted the pieces. After TJ stated that ten-fortieths is equivalent to one-fourth, I asked the class whether what we had done agreed with the answer Rebecca had shown us. They chorused, "Yes."

To my query of why? Karen answered, "Because ten-fortieths is the same as two-eighths." Angela added, "Two-eighths is the same as one-fourth."

I then asked Mark to explain his solution "\(\frac{5}{8} \times \frac{2}{5} = \frac{10}{40} = \frac{1}{4}\)." He said, "I did five-eighths times two-fifths and [that equals] ten-fortieths and that simplifies to one-fourth."

I continued the discussion by asking the students to explain how the numerator and denominator of the Mark's product 10/40 were shown in the picture that I had constructed under Bill and Angela's direction.

After they did so, TJ asked to explain how he had solved the original problem. "On the picture there (Figure 3a) there are five of them and I did two of the five of them." Because the original sketch from the problem was not on the board, I redrew it and said, "Here's the five-eighths. (See Figure 3c) TJ, please tell us what you did."

TJ said, "I didn't really use the top part. I pretended it wasn't there. And I just used the five, and since there is two-fifths, I just did two."

I had planned this instructional investigation as an opportunity to explore how students make sense of a persistently difficult topic in the school curriculum, multiplication of fractions. In addition to trying to learn more about the content of students' understanding of the meaning of multiplication of fractions, I wanted to explore the ways in which students utilized and made connections among various representations-- manipulatable models, pictures, "real-life" examples and contexts (story problems), number symbols, and verbal explanations--to make sense of this complex and complicated domain.

I have selected this conversation as an example of students' making sense of a persistently difficult topic in the school curriculum, multiplication of fractions. The study that I describe in this paper investigates changes in fifth-grade students' understanding of fractional quantities and operators as they explore finding a part of a quantity by manipulating physical
models, drawing pictures, and describing the problem situations and their solutions with spoken and written language and mathematical expressions and symbols. The class discussion on Day Nine was a pivotal event in the development of students' relating the product of two fractions to the story problem they had been asked to solve and to the diagram that I had suggested they utilize in finding the solution to the problem. Students made connections that I had not expected at this point of the instruction, and in fact, developed a manipulatable model of repartitioning the model of $\frac{5}{8}$ to show $\frac{2}{5}$ of $\frac{5}{8}$ as $\frac{5}{40}$ and connected it to finding the product of $\frac{2}{5}$ and $\frac{5}{8}$.

Theoretical Perspectives

Although using physical representations such as manipulative models or drawings during mathematics instruction is believed to help students learn mathematics more meaningful, the reasons for using them and the benefits have been the subject of some debate. Various rationales for using such models have been proposed: "multiple embodiments" (Dienes, 1964), "mapping" (Resnick, 1982), as a "thinking tool" for modeling and solving problem situations (Van de Walle, 1997). Lesh (1979) describes five representational systems (e.g. experience based "scripts," manipulatable models, pictures or diagrams, spoken languages, and written symbols) and describes understanding as being able to recognize an idea as it is embedded in each of the systems, manipulate the idea within a given system, and translate the idea from one system to another. Lesh, Post, and Behr (1987) argue that translations among representational systems are not automatic and that the process of translation must not be taken for granted. "Translations are often assumed to be easy. Our research shows that concrete problems often produce lower success rates than comparable 'word problems' or written symbolic problems" (p. 56). Although Lesh, et al. (1987) described the translation process as involving being able to "strip away" extraneous details from the situations being represented, Ball (1993) points out that representations are metaphorical, closely corresponding to some elements of a situation while obscuring other elements, and claims that meaning for representations is negotiated in the classroom.

The mathematical context for this study--multiplication of fractions--is a complex and complicated domain. As both Streefland (1991) and Greer (1992, 1994) have pointed out,
learning to multiply with fractions involves not only learning to multiply new kinds of numbers, but also learning to recognize new kinds of situations that can be expressed as multiplication. Students' knowledge of whole-number multiplication does not easily extend to multiplication by fractions less than one. Indeed, constructing an understanding of multiplication of fractions appears to require reconceptualizing number and operations (Hiebert & Behr, 1988). Kieren (1988) argues that operations with fractions are not simply extensions of whole number operations, but are built up from experiences with situations involving fractional quantities and operations on those quantities. Taber (1991, 1993, 1999) found that students, including both those who had learned to multiply of fractions and those who had not, divided to solve problems in which the operator or multiplier was a fraction and multiplied to solve problems which had whole number operators and fractional quantities. Behr, Harel, Post and Lesh (1993), Kieren (1988), Streefland (1991), Lamon (1999) have identified the ability to think of a fraction as an operator that can change the size of other quantities as one of the crucial understandings of fraction number knowledge. Taber utilized the story of Alice's Adventures in Wonderland (1994, in press) as a basis for classroom instruction that resulted in students' learning to represent situations such as finding 3/4 of a quantity as multiplication by the composite operator 3/4 rather than as division by 4 followed by multiplication by 3.

Mack's recent work (in press) focused on making connections between students' informal knowledge of fractions and partitioning on the one hand and the more formal mathematical operation of multiplication by fraction operators. She documented the ways in which six students thought about various kinds of partitioning problems over time, focusing on the ways in which they utilized their informal knowledge of fractions and of partitioning to find fractional parts of fractional quantities and how they coordinated that knowledge with the classroom instruction they received on how to multiply fractions. Although students were able to make pictures and diagrams showing how to find 2/3 of 3/4 (for example), they at first resisted the idea that 2/3 of 3/4 could be symbolized as 2/3 x 3/4. After they were taught to multiply fractions, however, they wanted to represent situations symbolically as products because it was easier and quicker than making diagrams. Still later, they were able to coordinate their informal knowledge of partitioning and reunitizing quantities to justify the results they obtained when finding the product of two
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fractions.

The purpose of the study reported here was to document and trace how students' understanding of situations that involve finding a fractional part of a fraction developed during the course of instruction in which students explored and represented various kinds of situations using each of the five representational systems of Lesh's translation model (1979).

Method

Subjects

A class of twenty-two fifth-grade students in a parochial school in an urban/suburban community participated in this study which involved thirteen days of instruction spread over four school weeks in the spring of the school year. (The thirteen days of instruction were spread over seven calendar weeks because of the Easter observances and holiday of the school. There was a two week gap between day 11 and 12 of the instruction.) The author (hereafter referred to as I) taught math during the regular mathematics period on Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays. On Tuesdays and Thursdays the regular classroom teacher taught geometry lessons from the math book. Prior to the instruction on multiplication of fractions students had been instructed by their regular teacher on the topics of equivalent fractions and addition and subtraction of fractions with like and unlike denominators using the regular textbook.

Data Sources

Information about students' ideas, understanding, and representations of their mathematical thinking were collected from the following sources. A pre-test consisting of 20 multiplication, two addition, and two subtraction problems, each containing either a whole number and fraction, or two fractions was given to all students prior to the beginning of instruction. The same test, with the addition of four more problems involving finding a fractional part of a fraction, was given two days after the end of the instruction.

All class sessions were audiotaped and transcribed, providing a record of classroom discussions. On days when students worked in groups to explore and discuss problem situations, I circulated among the groups and recorded my conversations with each group. The transcripts of these small group discussions were then correlated with the written work collected from each of
the groups, and identified with each student's name and the names of other students in the same group. All written work, whether done in class or as homework, was collected and photocopied before being returned to the students for discussion in class.

Five students were interviewed on three occasions each: before the beginning of the instruction, at the midpoint of instruction (prior to the introduction of problems involving two fractions), and a week after the last day of instruction. All interviews were audiotaped and the transcription of the audiotapes was compiled with the written notes of each interview and the student's written work to obtain a complete record of each interview.

I selected the students after examining the solutions students used on the pre-test problems. I wanted to interview students whose strategies for solving the pre-test problems seemed to suggest different ways of understanding the problems. I selected TJ as an interview subject because he had solved the problems with fraction multipliers by making an equivalent fraction with the whole number as the denominator of the equivalent fraction and had solved 13 of the 16 multiplication problems correctly. I selected Sasha because she drew diagrams to indicate partitioning and regrouping for problems with fraction multipliers, but multiplied to solve problems with whole number multipliers and had solved 9 of the 16 problems correctly. Carol had attempted to multiply on problems with whole number multipliers and to divide on problems with fraction multipliers, correctly solving 6 of the 16 problems. Hillary had not solved any of the pre-test problems correctly, but she had attempted to multiply on the problems with whole number multipliers and had subtracted on the problems with fraction multipliers. Lisa had solved 3 of the pre-test problems correctly, and had subtracted on some of the problems with fraction multipliers while not attempting most of the problems with whole number multipliers.

I presented the interview questions to students one at a time. The questions were written on quarter sheets of paper; some included diagrams and some did not. I asked students to solve each problem and to explain to me what they had done and why. I then asked follow-up questions about what they had done until I was satisfied that they had given me as much information as they could about their solution strategy. I did not attempt to teach them during the interview, although on one of the problems when students reached an impasse using a numerical method, I asked them if they could draw something to help them think about the
problem. I took written notes of the students' actions as they worked on each problem which I later combined with the transcript of the audio-taped interview and the students' written solutions as a record of what students said and did during each interview. I coded students' written solutions to pre-test, post-test, and interview problems both for correctness and for the strategy used. Strategies were defined according to a dictionary of strategies from earlier studies (Taber, 1991, 1999). I also examined each student's solutions for patterns of strategy use on the written tests and on each of the interviews. For example, one student always used the algorithm for multiplication of fractions, but another student drew diagrams when finding part of a part and multiplied when finding part of a whole number quantity.

**Design of the instruction**

I took Lesh's (1979) five representational systems as a starting point both for planning instruction and for investigating the ways in which students make sense of and represent situations that involve finding parts of whole number quantities and of fractional quantities. I designed instructional and data-gathering activities that would involve students in utilizing each of the five systems as they explored and represented problem situations and developed methods for representing and solving them. Both instructional activities and data-collecting activities involving multiplication of fractions were introduced to students as real-life situations or word problems, incorporating either a fraction and a whole number or two fractions. These word problems described actions involving either Combining equal quantities, Comparing quantities of different sizes, Changing the size of a quantity through expansion or shrinking, or Partitioning the quantity by a fractional operator. Problems with the action of Comparing and Changing could have either a fraction or whole number multiplier. Examples of each problem type are listed in Table 1.

I also incorporated various kinds of number relationships in the problems that I selected for students to work on in class and as assessment tasks. Features that were varied included whether or not the whole number in problems containing a whole number and a fraction was a multiple of the denominator of the fraction. I also included situations in which the operator was a unit fraction as well as those in which it was a common fraction. Mack's (in press) rational analysis of the numerical characteristics of partitioning situations, suggests that students utilize
different kinds of informal knowledge in representing and solving problems such as $2/3$ of $3/5$ ($a/b \times nb/c$) than they use to represent the solution of problems like $2/3$ of $5/6$ ($a/b \times c/d$). In the case of $2/3$ of $3/4$ the denominator of the operator $2/3$ is a factor of the numerator of the fraction $3/4$. In the situation $2/3$ of $5/6$, the 3 and the 5 are relatively prime. I therefore included both $a/b \times nb/c$ and $a/b \times c/d$ situations in the set of problems I designed for class discussion and assessment of students' thinking.

During instruction students explored a variety of situations involving multiplication of fractions, including multiplication of whole numbers and fractions, mixed numbers and fractions, two mixed numbers, and two fractions. Each day's instruction involved students in utilizing each of Lesh's five representational systems as they created solutions for the problems that I presented to them. The various problem situations were introduced via "real-life" or imaginary situations that were related to students' experiences. These included food, distances between home and school, comparing ages of family members, and the familiar story of Alice's Adventures in Wonderland.

Students utilized physical models such as fraction circles and counters to represent the situations and to find the results of the actions on the quantities. Most textbooks (for example, Macmillan, 1992) introduce multiplication of fractions via a rectangle partitioned and shaded in two directions to show each of the fractional factors and the product as the region in which the two shadings overlap (See Figure 4). Most textbooks present this as a model for multiplying $a/b \times c/d = ab/cd$ and then instruct students that it can be utilized to multiply whole numbers and mixed numerals by fractions, after changing the other numbers into improper fractions. Rather than attempt to represent the variety of problem situations listed in Table 1 by a single model, I suggested models to the students which afforded closer correspondences to the actions of the problems. For example, we used fraction circle pieces to represent Combining problem actions such as finding 6 servings each consisting of $3/5$ of a pie. We used counters to represent Partitioning problems such as finding $3/4$ of a set of 24 students.

Sometimes pictures served as physical models. For instance, although students could imagine Alice in Wonderland growing or shrinking or the enlarging or decreasing of a balloon, the numerical information in such situations is not part of the physical model. I, therefore, presented
pictures of rulers on which units of length were clearly marked as models on which students could represent the results of shrinking or growing (See Figure 1). I also utilized diagrams showing distances in miles or fractional quantities of food such as 3/4 of a pan of lasagna or 5/6 of a carton of ice cream which students could partition in the process of finding a fractional part of the quantity. Pictures or drawings became manipulatable models when students added details to them to demonstrate mental or physical actions on the quantities in the problem. When students manipulated the quantities represented in such pictures, I considered them to be manipulatable models. Sometimes students created the drawings to represent the starting quantity and to demonstrate how the action of the problem transformed the starting quantity. At other times, they modified a given representation of 3/4 to show how they found 1/3 of it.

When students drew pictures to represent only the solution to a problem that they had solved by some other means, I considered the representation as a picture, a static representation of one of the quantities in the problem or of its solution. The Figures 2a and 2b described in the Introduction can be considered as pictures because students drew them as representations of the answers they had already found. The actions on pictures described by Lisa and Bill, however, served as manipulatable models for finding a solution.

Verbal representations included students' verbal descriptions of the action taking place in the problem, such as "he only has half as much" or "Alice is shrinking"; their verbal descriptions of their problem solutions, descriptions of discoveries or generalizations that they had discovered such as "to find a half of a fraction, double the denominator" or "to multiply a mixed numeral by a mixed numeral change both to improper fractions then multiply the numerators and the denominators." Verbal statements of ideas or concepts are also included in this category. Some of these were "When you multiply by a fraction, your answer is smaller because the fraction is less than one." "Multiplying by a fraction is the same as dividing by the denominator and then multiplying by the numerator; you're just doing both at the same time."

Written symbols include numerical expressions such as $4 \times \frac{3}{4} = \frac{12}{4} = 3$ that students wrote as they solved problems. Other representations in this mode include story problems that students wrote to go along with given multiplication expressions, and the discoveries that students wrote down as a record of the "rules" that they had generated while representing and solving
Throughout the instruction I encouraged students to utilize each of the representational modes and to make connections between them. The vignette at the beginning of this paper illustrates the ways in which I asked students to relate their numerical methods for solving story problems to actions on the pictorial representations. When students represented situations and their solutions with models or pictures, I asked them to decide what sort of mathematical expression we could write as a record of the problem and its solution. I also asked them to describe verbally how the written expression related to the physical or pictorial model that they had utilized (and transformed). Not only are students' solutions and solution methods of interest, but this study also focuses on the ways in which students made connections between and among various kinds of representations.

As students had not had prior instruction in the multiplication of fractions, I sequenced the instruction to begin with situations involving whole number multipliers and fractional quantities before introducing fractional operators. Problems in which fractional operators multiplied whole number quantities were explored before problems involving fractional operators and fractional quantities. Topics were introduced in the following sequence:

1. Combining equal groups or sets of fractional quantities
   
   3 servings of pie if each serving is 3/4 of a pie (W × f)

2. Partitioning a set into equal size groups and connecting the whole number procedure of dividing by the denominator followed by multiplying by the numerator to multiplying by a fractional operator.
   
   Give 2/3 of 15 cupcakes to Mark (f × W). 2/3 × 15 accomplishes the same result as 15 ÷ 3 × 2.

3. Expanding or shrinking a quantity
   
   Alice is 54 inches tall, if she drinks from a bottle that makes her three times as tall how tall will she be then? (W × f)
   
   Alice is 54 inches tall, if she drinks from a bottle that makes her 2/3 as tall, how tall will she be then? (f × W)

4. Comparison of two quantities
Mark is 11. If his father is 4 times as old as Mark, how old is his father? (W \times f)
Mark is 11. Mark's brother is 3/4 as old as Mark. How old is his brother? (f \times W)

5. Shrinking a fractional quantity
Alice is 5/8 of an inch tall. If she drinks from a bottle that makes her 2/5 as tall, how tall will she be then? (f \times f)

6. Partitioning a fractional quantity
There is 3/4 of a cake on the table. If your mother gives you 1/3 of it, how much of a cake does she give you? (f \times f)
There is 3/4 of a pound of M&Ms in the bag. If Jill takes 1/2 the M&Ms in the bag to school, how many pounds of M&Ms does she take? (f \times f)
There is 5/6 of a carton of ice-cream. If Jane, Jack, and Jim each eat 1/3 of the ice cream, how much ice cream does each person eat?

7. Comparing a larger fractional quantity to a smaller one.
Emma ran 3/4 of a mile. If Janice ran 2/3 as far as Emma, how far did Jill run?

In a previous study I had introduced an area model (suggested by Bezuk & Armstrong, 1992, Graeber, 1993) for students to use in finding the product of two fractions (Taber, in press). Although students had successfully utilized it to find the product of two fractions, I had since come to realize that the area model represents just the computation of two fractions. It is not closely linked to the problem actions of partitioning, shrinking, or comparing two quantities. Furthermore, as the two factors play similar roles in computing area, the concept of a fractional operator is not represented in the area model. As before, I planned to introduce the product of two fractions via a story in which an already very small Alice drinks a liquid that makes her even smaller. I would also have students explore the fractional operator in stories that involved partitioning fractional amounts of food. Based on Mack's discussion of how students partition quantities and of the ways in which relationships among the numbers affect their partitioning methods (Mack, in press), I decided to provide diagrams representing the starting quantities in the problems, encourage students to partition the diagrams, then develop multiplication of the two fractions as a way of symbolizing the actions they had performed in partitioning the models.
I also planned to begin with examples in which the fractional parts of the original quantity could be regrouped to find the resulting quantity-- for example 1/3 of 3/4, 2/3 of 3/4, 2/5 of 5/8-- before introducing situations in which the original whole would have to be repartitioned, as in for example 2/3 of 5/6.

Throughout the instruction and assessment activities, I looked for evidence of connections that students made within and among the various forms of representation. I wanted to find out how or whether using a representation from one system, for example a manipulatable model, helped students create and understand a representation in another system, such as written symbols. Rather than thinking of this process as “translation” (Lesh, et. al, 1987), I began to see it as a complex process of students’ moving back and forth among representations as they developed and connected ideas. Each form of representation contains features that may be extraneous to the mathematical idea a student is trying to understand or may even conflict with the mathematical concept that the model or picture is expected to portray. Like a language, each system has its own conventions, idioms, strengths, and limitations that afford varying ways in which ideas can be expressed and communicated. An idea or concept cannot be translated point by point or feature by feature from one representation into another. By attending to the ways that students utilized various representations to form ideas and to make connections among ideas, I hoped to discover ways in which students employed the various systems and connected ideas in one system to ideas in another as they made meaning within the domain of multiplication by fractional operators.

Figure 5 depicts some of the mathematical ideas and representations and the pathways connecting them that students might express as they explore and solve various problem situations in the domain of multiplication of fractions.

The four kinds of problem actions that I included in the “real life” or imagined stories Combine, Compare, Change, and Partition are represented as diamonds, circles, pentagons, and squares respectively. The fact that the mathematical meaning of the situations is invariant even when the types of numbers in the problems are changed from whole numbers to fractions is expressed by representing the four possible Compare problem versions in a vertical arrangement, one over the next and doing the same with the four Change problem versions. (See Taber, 1991
and 1999 for a description of each of the four problem types).

Mathematical ideas are represented by ovals. These include ideas such as repeatedly adding or iterating a quantity, comparing a small quantity to a larger quantity, comparing a large quantity to a smaller quantity, expanding a quantity, shrinking a quantity, and partitioning a quantity. These ideas can exist without being attached to numerical referents. They describe actions that can be imagined or physically enacted to transform quantities. Notice that, for example, both Change problems in which whole number quantities are enlarged and in which fractional quantities are enlarged are connected to the idea of expansion. Interviews with students (See Taber, 1991, 1999, in press for details) reveal that students think of these problems as describing the same kind of action whether a whole number quantity or a fraction quantity was enlarged.

Other ideas include the commutative property of multiplication and the concept of a fraction as a composite operator—that multiplying by a fraction has the same effect as simultaneously dividing by the denominator and multiplying by the numerator. The commutative property of multiplication can provide a pathway for students to find the product of a fraction multiplier times a whole number quantity, for example, recognizing that $\frac{3}{4} \times 24$ gives the same result as $24 \times \frac{3}{4}$. When students develop an understanding of a fraction as a composite operator rather than as just a part of a whole, they are able to recognize situations involving finding $\frac{3}{4}$ of a quantity as representable by $\frac{3}{4}$ times the starting quantity—instead of as the quantity divided by 4 and multiplied by 3.

The shaded rectangles in Figure 5 represent physical models, either manipulatable models or pictures that can be transformed to illustrate the ideas found in the ovals. Repeatedly adding or iterating a quantity can be physically represented by making multiple representations of a quantity and combining them. It can be represented symbolically as repeated addition. The concepts of expanding and making a comparison of a small quantity to a larger quantity are connected to the repeated addition physical model through the idea of repeated addition because the only way to quantify a physical representation of expansion or comparison is through a repeated addition model. Of course, these ideas can also be connected directly to the concept of multiplying. Students often state that the presence of the word "times" in verbal descriptions of Multiplicative
Change and Comparison situations lets them know that they should multiply to find the answer (See Taber, 1991, 1999)

The shaded rectangles in the lower half of Figure 5 represent two ways in which students may physically represent the action of partitioning quantities. Partitioning and grouping may involve physically separating a collection of counters into three equal groups and selecting two of them, making a sketch of objects organized into three equal sized groups and circling two of the groups, or selecting two of three parts in a representation of 3/8 of a circle. Mack (in press) and Taber (1991, 1999, in press) describe students using these kinds of representations to represent partitioning problems. When the denominator of one factor and the numerator of the other factor in a partitioning problem are relatively prime, students must repartition the starting quantity in order to obtain enough parts -- as, for example, in finding 1/2 of 5/8. To model this students must repartition each of the eighths in the original whole in order to determine the answer as 5/16 (See Mack, in press, and Taber, in press). In order to quantify situations involving comparing larger quantities to smaller quantities or shrinking quantities with a physical model, students often use partitioning representations and language.

It is not my purpose in this paper to thoroughly discuss each aspect of Figure 5. I have included it here as a means of showing how various concepts, actions, and understandings of multiplication, division, and multiplication of fractions may be connected via physical representations, pictures, language, story problems, and written symbols to each other in this complex domain of multiplication of fractions. In the study reported here, I focused on how students interpreted various kinds of problem situations (partitioning, multiplicative change, and multiplicative comparison) involving two fractions, and how they represented them with models, drawings, in spoken language and with written symbols.

Results

Instruction

The description of the class discussion on Day Nine at the beginning of this paper captures some of the ways in which students made sense of the meaning finding the product of two
fractions. Prior to Day Eight students had solved a variety of problems that contained a whole number and a fraction or a whole number and a mixed number—with whole number and fractional operators. I had planned the five problems (See Figure 1) that students worked on in small groups as a preliminary exploration of situations in which a fractional part of a fractional quantity was to be determined. The two Alice problems were included to encourage students to make connections between Multiplicative Change situations involving a fraction and a whole number and those involving two fractions. I also wanted to see what methods students would use to find two-fifths of five-eighths. Would they notice that two fifths of five eighths could be found simply by selecting two of the shaded five eighths? Problem three was like those we had done before—partitioning a whole number quantity to find a fractional part of it. Problem four involved partitioning a fractional quantity to find half of it. The numerator 5 was relatively prime to the denominator of one-half so that students would have to repartition each of the five-eighths in order to find half of five-eighths.

As the students worked in groups to solve the problems on Day Eight I noticed that most of them were solving the problems by numerical means rather than utilizing the pictures in their solution methods. When I urged them to show how they could use the pictures to show how they found the answers, they partitioned the picture as an illustration of the answer they had already found. Examination of all their papers after class confirmed my observations during class.

All students had written a multiplication expression, either $5 \times \frac{1}{4}$ or $\frac{1}{4} \times 5$ to solve the first problem. For the “second way,” 19 of the papers showed a version of $5 \div 4 = 1 \frac{1}{4}$. Three students, all in the same group, utilized multiplication and marked $1 \frac{1}{4}$ on the diagram of the five feet. On the second problem, the papers of the students in one group showed as their two solution methods 1) a subtraction of $\frac{2}{5}$ from $\frac{5}{8}$ and 2) the product of $\frac{2}{5}$ and $\frac{5}{8}$ along with a darker shading of two of the five-eighths on the diagram. All other papers from the class showed the product of $\frac{2}{5}$ and $\frac{5}{8}$ computed correctly along with the two-eighths shaded more darkly. The third problem also showed an illustration of the answer on the diagram rather than a solution. All students multiplied $16 \times \frac{2}{3}$ correctly. Some papers also contained the equations, “$16 \div 3 = 5 \frac{1}{3}$; $5 \frac{1}{3} \times 2 = 10 \frac{2}{3}$.” All the diagrams showed the answer shaded in correctly, but only two of the papers indicated a partitioning of the diagram of the 16 miles (See Figure 6). One of my
goals, therefore, for Day Nine was to engage students in a discussion of how the diagrams could be used to solve the problems and then to connect solutions that they found by physically partitioning the diagrams with the solutions they found numerically.

I was also surprised that students had invented a way to find the product of two fractions. Up to this point we had only utilized multiplication expressions with a whole number and a fraction. Although we had found the products of mixed numerals and fractions, students had done so by using the distributive property—that is they multiplied the whole number times the whole number part of the mixed numeral and the whole number times the fractional part, then added the two partial products together. The students' invention/adoption of a method for multiplying two fractions was a surprise to me, and I felt it was important that we work together to develop an understanding of the meaning of this operation.

I had also not planned to introduce the double partitioned rectangle as a model for multiplication of two fractions at this point of the instruction. I had planned to spend days 9 and 10, at least, exploring problems such as 1/3 of 3/10, 2/5 of 5/8, and 2/3 of 9/10, with the starting quantities represented by rectangles or circles. I hoped that students would develop an understanding of 1/3 of 3/10 as one of the three tenths by seeing that 1/3 of 3/10 meant one of the three parts in three tenths. I hoped they would make connections between their methods for finding 2/5 of 5/8 with their previously developed understanding of the meaning of and methods for finding 2/5 of 5 and connect 2/3 of 9/10 with finding 2/3 of 9.

I planned to introduce the double-partitioned rectangle later as a means of repartitioning the starting quantities in situations like 1/4 of 3/4 where the denominator of the first fraction and the numerator of the second fraction are relatively prime. The unexpected invention and use of the double-partitioned model for representing the product of two fractions on Day Nine indicated to me that this model can be meaningful for students and they can connect the physical representation to both a story involving partitioning a fractional quantity and to computing the product of two fractions. Indeed, we spent the next two days partitioning cakes and rectangles to represent parts of fraction quantities, computing the products of the two fractions, and discussing the answers obtained by the two methods. Students were quite comfortable with the idea that multiplying by a fraction decreased the size of the starting quantity. When I had
introduced Alice in Wonderland and explained that the caterpillar had told her how to control her size, they quickly made the connection to multiplying by a number less than one to decrease a quantity. Students frequently referred to that idea both during instruction and during interviews.

Students' performance on the pre-test and post-test

Students solved the problems on the post-test much more successfully than they had on the pre-test. There were 11 or more correct answers to only two of the questions on the pre-test. Eleven of the 22 students correctly solved the following Cinderella problem, eight of them by dividing by the denominator and multiplying by the numerator, two by showing $\frac{2}{3} = \frac{20}{30}$ and indicating that 20 was the correct answer, and one by drawing a diagram showing 20 as two of three groups with 10 in each group.

Cinderella's stepsister was allowed to invite 30 guests to a party. But Cinderella was allowed to invite only $\frac{2}{3}$ as many guests as her stepsister. How many guests could Cinderella invite?

Thirteen students correctly solved this pre-test problem:

There are 20 students in the class. Three-fourths ($\frac{3}{4}$) of them are 11 years old. How many students are 11 years old?

Five of the students with correct solutions to this problem divided 20 by 4 and multiplied the result by 3; one student divided 20 by 4 and subtracted the result from 20; two students showed $\frac{3}{4} = \frac{15}{20}$ and circled the 15; two students made sketches showing 20 objects partitioned into four equal groups with three of the groups selected; and three students did not show how they solved the problem.

The only problem that no student was able to solve correctly on the pre-test was the following partitioning problem accompanied by the drawing seen in Figure 7.

There is $\frac{5}{6}$ of a carton of ice-cream in the freezer. If Jill, Jack, and Jamie each eat $\frac{1}{3}$ of the ice cream, how much of a carton of ice-cream does each person eat?

On the post-test the number of students correctly solving each of the multiplication problems ranged between 17 and 22. On the post-test most students multiplied to solve the problems, whether the multiplier was a fraction or a whole number. Students rarely used drawings to illustrate problem solutions except when a drawing representing the beginning
fractional quantity was included as part of the problem. Table 2 lists the four problems which included pictures and shows the number of correct solutions utilizing each of the strategies students used on these problems. Table 2 suggests that many students made connections between partitioning the pictures and the algorithm for multiplying fractions. Thirteen of the students partitioned the diagrams that accompanied the first of these two problems. On the last two problems 11 and 12 students, respectively, who created a correct picture of a rectangle partitioned by both denominators also correctly multiplied to obtain the answer. Table 2 further suggests that students who utilized both the algorithm and the picture were more apt to be correct than students who only partitioned the picture.

Some students’ solutions to the two addition and two subtraction problems appearing on the post-test (each containing one whole number and one common fraction) suggest that some of students may have been hammering every problem on the post-test with their new tool: multiplication of fractions. Eight students multiplied to solve two of the four addition / subtraction problems; two students multiplied on three problems and three students multiplied on all four. In order to understand the changes in students’ thinking over the course of this unit, it is therefore important to consider changes in the strategies of the interviewed students and the reasons they gave for solving problems as they did.

**Interviews**

I interviewed five students on three occasions: prior to the start of instruction, after the sixth day of instruction (prior to instruction on problems with two fraction factors), and a week after the last day of instruction. The representations that students created to solve two of the interview questions provide insights into their use of different representational systems in their solution processes.

A partitioning problem in which students were asked to find $\frac{2}{3}$ of $\frac{3}{8}$ appeared on both the pre-test and the interview unaccompanied by a diagram. None of the five interviewed students solved the following problem correctly on the pre-test:

Mark’s house is $\frac{3}{8}$ of a mile from school. If Mark ran $\frac{2}{3}$ of the way to school, how far did he run?

Three of the students omitted it, Lisa subtracted, and Hillary gave the operator, $\frac{2}{3}$ as the answer.
On the post-test four of the students solved the problem correctly. Sasha drew a diagram partitioned into eight parts, shaded three of the parts and then bracketed two of the eighths and also shaded them darker, writing “2/8 of a mile” for her answer. TJ, Hillary, and Carol multiplied 2/3 times 3/8 to find the answer “6/24 = 1/4 mile.” Lisa attempted to find the answer by subtracting.

On the first interview the problem appeared as:

There is 3/8 of a pound of M&Ms candy in the bag. Paul takes 2/3 of the candy to school. How much candy does he take to school?

Both Carol and Sasha drew diagrams to show 3/8 of a rectangle and then indicated that two of the eighths they had drawn and shaded represented the candy Paul had taken to school. TJ, Hillary, and Lisa attempted to subtract the two numbers. When Hillary and Lisa stated that they couldn't subtract because 16/24 is more than 9/24, I asked them if making a drawing would help them. Sasha made a drawing and then indicated that two of her shaded three-eighths represented the amount of candy Paul took to school.

By the time of the second interview, students had solved partitioning, multiplicative change, and multiplicative comparison problems with fraction operators and whole number quantities. To solve the same M&Ms problem as before three of the students, Carol, Sasha, and Tom drew rectangles, partitioned their rectangles into eighths, represented the three-eighths and then two of the three eighths as the answer. Lisa attempted to subtract as she had in the first interview, realized she was at an impasse, but did not draw a picture. The following excerpt from Hillary’s interview shows how she was able to create a diagram representing the problem and then interpret her diagram to solve the problem.

S[student]: Two-thirds
I[interviewer]: Two thirds of what?
S: The bag of candy.
I: Yes, but how much is in the bag of candy?
S: three-eighths.
I: Ok, so what would two-thirds of three-eighths be?
S: [attempts to solve the problem by writing 9/24 - 16/24] it won’t work out
I: Why isn't that working out?
S: I can't take sixteen from nine.
I: Ok, because?
S: Nine is less than sixteen.
I: Ok. Let's try this. Show me what three-eighths of a pound of candy would look like.
S: [Draws a rectangle, partitions it into eight parts]
I: Ok, so how much would three-eighths be?
S: [shades three of the partitions]
I: All right, so how much of that three-eighths does she get?
S: Um, oh, two-thirds.
I: Ok, she gets two-thirds of that. So, what would that be?
S: [circles two of the shaded eighths]
I: Ok, so those two things right there?
S: Yes.
I: And how much of the whole pound is that?
S: 2, um two-eighths.

At the time of this interview, before any classroom discussion of problems with fraction quantities and fraction multipliers, four of the five interviewed students were able to find 2/3 of 3/8 by drawing, partitioning, and identifying the relevant parts of a diagram.

On the third interview (after the post-test) four of the students solved the problem by multiplying the two fractions together. When asked if they could “solve the problem another way,” Carol said that she could not solve the problem another way and Hillary said that multiplication was the correct way to solve it “because subtraction would give the wrong answer.” TJ and Sasha also drew diagrams to show 2/3 of 3/8 and connected their representations to their written solutions. As the following excerpt shows, TJ described the diagram prior to drawing it.

I: Could you find the answer another way?
S: If I had a picture I could, I guess.
I: Ok.
S: Because I would take, I would take two of, because there would be like three of whatever you have, and you just take two of them and that would be two-eighths, and you simplify that to one-fourth.

I: Oh, ok. Why don't you just draw me a little picture.

Sasha's explanation of why she multiplied also includes a verbalization of her understanding that multiplication by a fraction makes a quantity smaller.

S: 1/4 of the pound.

I: Ok, now tell me why you multiplied.

S: Because I, it told me that he took a certain amount from the bag, so I decided to multiply.

I: Ok. Why did you decide to multiply?

S: Because the numbers are less than a whole, so the answer could come out less.

I: Ok, would there be another way you could solve it?

S: You could try to subtract it, but then, I, um,

I: Ok, could you maybe draw a picture or something that would show the answer?

S: [Student draws a rectangle partitioned into eight parts with three shaded]

I: Ok, so you made 8 parts and you colored in three, right?

S: Mm hmm. If he takes two of the thirds,

I: Ok.

S: And that was two-eighths.

Students' solution strategies suggest that making a diagram enabled the students to represent and solve the problem prior to any classroom discussion of the problem or the introduction of the multiplication algorithm. In fact, the diagram especially helped Hillary in understanding the situation as "not being subtraction." The excerpts from the third interviews indicate some of the connections that Sasha and TJ formed between the pictures they drew, the multiplication algorithm, and the principle that multiplying by a fraction results in a smaller answer, and, in TJ's case, a mental representation of finding 2/3 of 3/8.

As discussed earlier, no student was able to solve the ice-cream problem [There is 5/6 of a carton of ice-cream in the freezer. If Jill, Jack and Jamie each eat 1/3 of the ice-cream, how much...
of a carton does each person eat?] on the pre-test, although 19 of the 22 did so successfully on the post-test. Analysis of the interview protocols provides evidence of changes in students’ understanding of how to partition the diagram that was presented along with the written problem and of the connections they made between the diagram and multiplying 5/6 by 1/3.

On the first interview one student tried to repartition the diagram representing 5/6 of a carton of ice-cream into three equal portions (see Figure 8a) while another student partitioned the entire carton into three equal portions and stated that each would be one-third (see Figure 8b). The other three students considered each of the five sixths as a whole, stated that each person would receive one part plus part of other parts as indicated in the following excerpt from TJ’s interview.

I: It’s one-third of the five sixths.
S: Ok.
I: Just try to do it with the picture. Can you do it with the picture?
S: I can’t do, I’m coming up with one and one-third of each one of these [indicating a sixth in the diagram].
I: Ok, one and one-third of each one of these. So, show me.
S: Or, it’s one and two-thirds of each one.
I: Ok. Do you want to draw on it to show that? (See Figure 8c)
S: So, this would be one and [partitions the second sixth about two-thirds of the way up]
I: Ok, you’re saying that’s two-thirds?
S: And this is one-third.
I: Mmmmm
S: I’ll do the 1 first, so right here would be the 1.
I: Ok.
S: And the other two-thirds. So there’s two-thirds left in this block.
I: Right. Ok.
S: There’s 1 and two thirds.
I: Ok, so that looks even to me like everybody’s got exactly the same amount, right?
S: Uh huh.
I: And it's one and two-thirds of a what? Is it one and two-thirds of a carton? Or one and two-thirds of the...
S: Of the, of this [pointing to a sixth]
I: What's this part called?
S: Of one-sixth

Hillary, however, had more difficulty in correctly naming the parts that she made when repartitioning the sixths in the diagram.

S: [Partitions two of the sixths in the diagram into halves. See Figure 8d] That's what one person would get. The other person would get this much. The last person would get, wait! This person would get that much and the last person would get that much and there would be left over.
I: Oh! There would be left over? Ok, so, I'm just trying to draw. So this would be person 1, person 2, and person 3 and then you would have that left over part [one-half of one-sixth]?
S: Mm hmm
I: Now, if they shared that, how much would each one get of that?
S: Oh, they would each get a little piece right there.
I: Ok. So how much of the whole carton is that? Can you figure that out?
S: five-sixths?
I: Well, five-sixths is all of this, but I want the number for one person's share.
S: Oh.
I: So how much is that?
S: Oh, that's just this? Or all of it?
I: No, just this part here.
S: Um, one-half
I: uh. How much of the whole carton is this part right here?
S: one-sixth
I: Ok, and how much would that part be?
S: Half of one-sixth.
I: Ok, do you know what half of one-sixth is?
S: Um, this?
I: Ok, that's not the way we usually write it, but I know what you mean. We’ll just leave it as half of one-sixth, right? And then, how much is that little bit there?
S: A quarter of one-sixth.
I: Is it a quarter of one-sixth? Here’s the sixth. Ok, so you want to call it a quarter of a sixth because? Why are you calling it a quarter of a sixth?
S: Because it can’t be a half, because it’s not half.
I: Ok, show me where the half of the sixth is.
S: Right there.
I: Right there? Right. Ok. So, that’s less than a half, is that what you’re thinking?
S: Yeah.
I: Ok.

At the time of the first interview four of the five interviewed students recognized the need to repartition the five-sixths into three equal parts, although none of them was able to name the resulting quantity as a fraction. Carol’s diagram (Figure 8a) showed that she estimated a repartitioning of the five-sixths into three equal portions. Sasha, TJ, and Hillary each treated the sixths as wholes and obtained equal shares of the five-sixths which they named, more or less successfully as sixths and parts of sixths. While Carol’s repartitioning of the five-sixths by estimation indicated that she understood the 5/6 of a carton as a quantity to be partitioned evenly, the other three students seemed to view each sixth as a separate whole.

By the time of the second interview each of the three students was able to understand the problem as asking them to name the amount equal to one-third of 5/6. Sasha, Hillary, and Lisa at first considered the sixths as wholes and named the results of their partitions as one and parts of the whole (sixth). Both Carol and TJ were able to name the result as five-eighteenths as shown in the following excerpts.

S (Carol): This one was hard.
I: Well, maybe you've got a better way to think about it this time than last time.
S: It's, um, it's five-sixths. Would you do five-sixths times one-third?
I: Well, try it and see. Would that help? Why did you? Just work it out and then we'll see what--
S: 5/6 times 1/3 [writes \( \frac{5}{6} \times \frac{1}{3} = \frac{5}{18} \)] It would be eighteenths.
I: Ok, now what made you think of multiplying?
S: Um
I: It was just an idea?
S: Yeah.
I: Ok, so let's see if this answer makes any sense. Can you see a way to relate what you did to the picture?
S: Um, that's 5/6
I: Mm hmm
I: Suppose you were just going to divide this into three parts evenly, ok? How could you do that?
S: This would be one and 3/4, and the other one would be 3/4, and that would be 1/2.
I: Ok, so that doesn't quite do it, does it?
S: No, um,
I: What if you tried to put each of those sixths into three equal parts?
S: Um, you could do this [partitions the entire "carton" with two vertical lines. See Figure 9a].
I: Ok, so what would one person's part be.
S: One person's would be this part, another person would be there, another person would be there.
I: Ok, so how much would that one person's part be?
S: Five-sixths?
I: Five what? How many parts are there altogether?
S: Eighteen
I: Ok
S: Then five-eighteenths.
Like Carol, TJ was able to repartition the diagram to show the new parts as parts of the
whole carton, rather than as parts of a sixth. At one point his diagram became so confused that I
drew a new sketch of the 5/6 of a carton and asked him to show what he was doing on the clean
diagram.

I: [responding to TJ’s solution] It's 1 and two-thirds of one-sixth. Because you're giving
each person one-sixth and then two-thirds of another sixth. Is that right?
S [TJ]: Yes
S: Can I do the lines?
I: Sure you can do anything that helps you.
I: Ok, so let's see, you put a line here. And one up here.
S: Are they like eighteenths?
I: Show me how you would do it in eighteenths.
S: I would do 1/6 is 4/18.
I: Well, here, ok
S: four-eighteenths because instead of doing thirds into sixths, three times six is eighteen.
I: Ok, so you're changing it into eighteenths. Ok, let's draw a new picture. Ok, so here's
the 5/6 again. Now how are you going to change it into eighteenths?
S: I would just draw two lines through each one (Figure 9b).
I: Well, how about if you made your lines go that way.
S: Oh yeah.
I: So, show me that way. Ok, now how much does each person get (Figure 9c)?
S: So it's actually 15. Five?
I: Five what?
S: Eighteenths
I: Ok, so show me on the picture.
S: That's one person, that's what one person gets [indicating five-eighteenths]
The protocols from the third interview provide evidence that students made connections
between the algorithm and the picture. Two of the students initially solved the problem by
multiplying and then drew pictures to show the effect of repartitioning the picture of the whole
carton into three parts by making vertical lines and coordinating the five parts in each one-third
share with the five-eighteenths they obtained by multiplying. Two students at first treated the
sixths as wholes and gave the answer as either "one and two-thirds parts" or as "one-sixth plus
half a sixth plus a little bit of a sixth." When asked for another way to find the solution, these two
students multiplied $\frac{1}{3} \times \frac{5}{6}$ to obtain an answer of five-eighteenths, but they could understand
that $\frac{5}{18}$ was the same answer as 1 and $\frac{2}{3}$ parts only after answering a series of questions asking
them to rename the $\frac{2}{3}$s (of a sixth) parts they had found as in the following excerpt:

S[asha]: That would be two-thirds, so they would get one and two-thirds
I: So, they would get one and two-thirds what?
S: One and two-thirds of a carton?
I: Well, if you're getting one and two-thirds of a carton, that means they're getting more
than a whole carton.
S: They're getting one-third here and they're getting,
I: Ok
S: two-thirds here
I: Right. But what is this thing that you have shaded in?
S: It's, oh, it's one-sixth.
I: Ok so they're getting one-sixth right there, right?
S: Mm hmm And then they're getting two, um, they're getting half, they're getting two-
thirds of one of them.
I: Two-thirds of a?
S: Of one-sixth.
I: Ok, so they're getting, write that down, what you said, ok, two-thirds of a sixth. Ok,
plus one-sixth, right?
[After much discussion of repartitioning a sixth, Sasha states --]
S: So, it would be two-eighteenths.
I: Ok. Ok, so two-thirds of a sixth?
S: two-eighteenths
I: So, that's this plus, what?
S: one-sixth
Representations and Multiplication, p. 30

I: Ok
S: You would times, add them.
I: Ok, if you're going to add them, two-eighteenths plus one-sixth, right?
S: It equals five-eighteenths.
I: Could you think of another way to get it?
S: You could try to multiply.
I: And what would happen if you multiplied?
S: You would get the same answer.
I: Same answer, ok. Do you think you could do it on the, show it on the picture a different way? I mean, the way you did,
S: You would just,
I: Ok, show me.
S: Put it into sixes,
I: Ok
S: And do,
I: Now wait! This is gone, this is gone. They don't get any of that, right?
S: Yeah, they'd get a whole of one, and then two-thirds of one.

This suggests that when students think of the new partition as whole parts and parts of the original parts, it may make more difficult for them to recognize that 5/18, the answer obtained by multiplying, is equivalent to the answer they obtained by a piece by piece partitioning, resulting in 1 and 2/3 sixths.

The path from "one and two-thirds parts" to "five-eighteenths" is not a smooth one for the students nor is it easily connected to the product of 1/3 × 5/6. Students who repartitioned the whole model by making vertical lines to indicate thirds found it much easier to relate the model to their multiplication equation than did those who partitioned the model sixth by sixth and stated the answer as one and two-thirds parts or even as one and two-thirds sixths. The kind of partitioning representation that students constructed had a strong influence on the kind of connection they were able to make to their symbolic representation as the product of two fractions.

It is possible that multiplying first to solve the problem facilitated making a diagram
showing the result as five-eighteenths rather than as one and two-thirds parts for the two students who multiplied before drawing a diagram on the third interview. In other words, knowledge of how to symbolize a situation using mathematical symbols may help students construct a more useful and meaningful physical representation of the problem situation.

Discussion

This study addressed two important aspects of mathematics teaching and learning. The first is how students utilize various types of representations and how they make connections among different representations. The results of this study suggest that understanding the process of making connections among representations is of crucial importance. As students develop meaningful ideas, concepts and procedures in one system, those mental constructs are not transferred to another system as “translations” with the same content, but are formed in the context and subject to the affordances and limitations of the representational system. Although all the connections among students’ representations and understanding in the five systems of physical representations, pictures, verbal language, written symbols, and “real-life” problem situations could not be specified or traced, this study indicates that attending to them and pushing students to articulate their understanding in different representational media is crucial for the development and communication of their mathematical understanding.

The second aspect is the mathematical domain of multiplication involving fractions. Students’ misconceptions about these kinds of problems have been shown to be persistent over many years (Kouba, Zawojewski, & Strutchens, 1997). Examining students’ solution methods in various representational systems for problems involving the multiplication of a fractional quantity by a fractional operator and attempting to tease out the connections among those representations suggests that students can develop the double partitioned model as a meaningful physical representation for the product of two fractions. Students’ understanding of the model must not be taken for granted or assumed as to be a generalization that students can apply to all such problems. Ironically, Lisa, the girl who invented the double partitioning model on Day Nine of instruction, persisted in believing that problems like determining 2/3 of 3/8 were solved by subtracting. When she was pushed to make a diagram that showed the problem situation and the
action of the problem, she could do so correctly, but she chose to solve problems using
computation unless directed to use other methods. It is important that students create and
transform representations with physical models (including manipulatable models and pictures),
that they talk about their solution strategies and ideas as well as write about them, and especially
that they be encouraged to examine how their representations in various formats are connected or
not connected.

Finally, the diagram that I created (Figure 5) has given me new insights into the ways in
which students' ideas about combining equal quantities, partitioning, comparing, and
multiplicative change, the meaning of multiplication and division, and ideas about fractions are
connected to the ways in which students represent their understanding in each of the
representational systems.
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Table 1

Extending Four Multiplication Problem Types to Include Fractional Operators and/or Quantities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Problem Type</th>
<th>Whole Number Operator and Quantity</th>
<th>Whole Number Operator and Fractional Quantity</th>
<th>Fractional Operator and Whole Number Quantity</th>
<th>Fractional Operator and Fractional Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Combine Equal Groups</td>
<td>6 trays of pies with 3 pies on each tray.</td>
<td>6 trays of pies with 2/3 pie on each tray.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compare</td>
<td>Paul has 3 pies. Joe has 6 times as many pies as Paul.</td>
<td>Paul has 2/3 of a pie. Joe has 6 times as much pie as Paul.</td>
<td>Paul has 3 pies. Joe has 3/5 as much pie as Paul.</td>
<td>Paul has 2/3 of a pie. Joe has 3/5 as much pie as Paul.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change</td>
<td>Alice is 3 feet tall. After eating the cake, she is 6 times as tall.</td>
<td>Alice is 2/3 of a foot tall. After eating the cake, she is 6 times as tall.</td>
<td>Alice is 3 feet tall. After eating the cake, she is 3/5 as tall.</td>
<td>Alice is 2/3 of a foot tall. After eating the cake, she is 3/5 as tall.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partitioning</td>
<td></td>
<td>Paul has 6 pies. He gives 3/5 of them to Joe.</td>
<td>Paul has 2/3 of a pie. He gives 3/5 of the pie to Joe.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1_bold typeface indicates the factor that is the operator
Table 2
Students’ Solution Strategies for Selected Problems from the Post-Test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Problem (Number of Correct Solutions)</th>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Partitioned Picture</th>
<th>Both</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>There is 5/6 of a carton of ice-cream in the freezer. If Jill, Jack, and Jamie each eat 1/3 of the ice cream, how much of a carton of ice-cream does each person eat? (19)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>There was 3/4 of a pan of lasagna left after dinner. If Mr. Jones took 1/2 of it for his lunch the next day, how much lasagna did he take? (18)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shade the rectangle to solve this problem. Also write the answer. Mrs. Brown’s yard has 3/5 acre of grass. She mowed 2/3 of the grass before dinner. How many acres of grass did she mow? (18)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shade the rectangle to solve this problem. Also write the answer. Paul bought a bag of M&amp;Ms. 1/3 of the M&amp;Ms are red. He ate 3/8 of the red M&amp;Ms and none of the others. How much of the bag of M&amp;Ms did he eat? (20)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1The pictures for the ice cream and lasagna problems showed a rectangle with 5/6 and 3/4 shaded, respectively. The pictures for the grass and M&Ms problems were rectangles without any partitions.
Figure Captions

Figure 1  Problems for group work Day Eight
Figure 2  Students' solutions for 1/4 of 5 feet tall
Figure 3  Students' solutions for 2/5 of 5/8 inch tall
Figure 4  The Double Partition model for 2/5 \times 2/3 = 4/15
Figure 5  Possible Representations and Connections in Understanding Multiplication of Fractions
Figure 6  16 miles partitioned into thirds
Figure 7  The ice cream problem and diagram
Figure 8  Carol's, TJ's, Lisa's, and Hillary's partitionings of the ice-cream -- Interview 1
Figure 9  Carol's and TJ's partitionings of the ice cream -- Interview 3
1. Alice is 5 feet tall. Find out how tall she’ll be if she eats a cake that makes her $\frac{1}{4}$ as tall. Show two ways to find out.

2. Alice is $\frac{5}{8}$ of an inch tall. She nibbles some of the mushroom, but it makes her shrink to $\frac{2}{5}$ as tall. How tall is Alice now? Show two ways to find out.

3. Mike bicycled 16 miles on Friday. On Saturday he bicycled just $\frac{2}{3}$ as far as he did on Friday. How far did he ride his bicycle on Saturday? Show two ways to find out.

4. There was $\frac{5}{6}$ of a pound of candy in the cupboard. Millie took $\frac{1}{2}$ of it to school. How much candy did Millie take to school? Show how to find the answer in two ways.

5. There was $\frac{5}{6}$ of a pound of candy in the cupboard. Jason took $\frac{1}{2}$ pound of the candy to school. How much candy was left? Show how to find the answer in two ways.

Figure 1: Problems for group work day 8.
$5 \times \frac{3}{4} = \frac{15}{4} = 1 \frac{3}{4}$ ft.

$5 \times 4 = 1 \frac{1}{4} \times 1 = 1 \frac{1}{4}$
Figure 4

\[
\frac{2}{3} \times \frac{2}{5} = \frac{4}{15}
\]
3. Mike bicycled 16 miles on Friday. On Saturday he bicycled just $\frac{2}{3}$ as far as he did on Friday. How far did he ride his bicycle on Saturday? Show two ways to find out.

$$16 \times \frac{2}{3} = \frac{32}{3} = 10 \frac{2}{3} \text{ miles}$$
10. There is $\frac{5}{6}$ of a carton of ice-cream in the freezer. If Jill, Jack, and Jamie each eat $\frac{1}{3}$ of the ice cream, how much of a carton of ice-cream does each person eat?

Figure 7
Figure 8
\[
\frac{5}{6} \times \frac{y}{3} = \frac{5}{18}
\]
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